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Writing from his personal experience, author J. Oswald Sanders provides encouragement to those who find themselves lonely,
estranged from others, or feeling deserted or left behind.
God knows what it takes for you to experience the satisfaction that comes from living a life of purpose. Commit now to becoming a
man after God's own heart--you'll find it the most rewarding pursuit ever!
Find time-tested wisdom for becoming a person of deep, meaningful prayer! J. Oswald Sanders offers an essential guide that
explores the vital elements of prayer—worship, thanksgiving, confession, petition, and intercession. Complete with model prayers
and illuminating questions, The Power of Transforming Prayer is the authoritative work for helping you discover new intimacy with
God in prayer.
Over 1 million copies sold What every church will always need The need for talented, vigorous leaders in the church cannot be
overemphasized. Such times demand active service of men and women who are guided by and devoted to Jesus Christ. With
more than 1 million copies sold, Spiritual Leadership stands as a proven classic for developing such leadership. J. Oswald
Sanders, a Christian leader for nearly seventy years and author of more than forty books, presents the key principles of leadership
in both the temporal and spiritual realms. He illustrates his points with examples from Scripture and biographies of eminent men of
God, such as Moses, Nehemiah, the apostle Paul, David Livingstone, Charles Spurgeon, and others. Featured topics include: The
cost of leadership The responsibility of leadership Tests of leadership The qualities and criteria of leadership The art of
reproducing leaders The one indispensable requirement of leadership Sanders holds that even natural leadership qualities are
God-given, and their true effectiveness can only be reached when they are used to the glory of God. Let this classic be your guide
for leadership, and watch how God works through you to do great things for His glory.
A renowned Christian leader shares practical principles for knowing God's will for your life and for enjoying His continual guidance.
Sanders says that the ultimate answer to the quest of knowing God's will is to know God himself. Out of such intimacy comes the
ability to discern the will of God in a given situation. A source of wise counsel for anyone who wants to know what God's will is for
their lives.
Complete with study questions at the end of the text, Spiritual Maturity is a fascinating treatise on spiritual discernment and the
character of God.
In the Father’s Hands is a selection of thought-provoking devotions that guides readers to greater intimacy with the Creator of the
universe. The writings of J. Oswald Sanders (1902–1992)—a long-time student of God’s Word, international preacher, and
dedicated missionary—continue to challenge Christians to live as disciples, always learning and ever growing in faith and godliness.
These practical discipleship messages on topics such as heaven, prayer, evangelism, loneliness, and temptation will inspire heart,
mind, and soul.
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Achieving excellence in church management Vital information on proper, ethical conduct for God's servants Clear information on
achieving the frugal use of resources A valuable and timely resume of the full-time ministry Takes you beyond mediocrity in church
administration
“Marcus Laughlin has done the body of Christ a great service in writing Setting Your Compass to Impact the World. Marcus writes
what he lives. Using Scripture as his guide, he gives personal examples and practical insights to believers as to how they can be
‘salt and light’ in the culture and community in which they live. I wholeheartedly recommend this book to any believer who is
serious about wanting live, on a daily basis, the faith they profess.” —Dr. Jarrett Stephens, teaching pastor, Prestonwood Baptist
Church “Setting Your Compass to Impact the World begins with a simple assertion that we must first know that we are loved by
God. This trusting that God is love can lead us by faith to trust His plan for our life. We were created with gifts or abilities to fulfill
God’s plan and not our own. Ultimately this book helps each of us discover our purpose is to glorify God by fulfilling our loving
Savior’s plans for our lives. It’s time to reset our compass on the King and His kingdom.” —Mike Fechner, president and founder,
HIS Bridgebuilders
The best of J.Oswald Sanders's teachings on godly leadership is now in a convenient devotional format, designed to encourage
you, help improve your leadership, and honor God.
Sanders combs the Scriptures to learn about the Christian's final home: 'So incredibly glorious is heaven that we are compelled to
express it in...symbols of grandeur and majesty.'
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????——??????????????????????????????????
Spiritual maturity is not a level of growth Christians achieve, but the passion to press on in Christ. In these concise chapters J.
Oswald Sanders explores the primary source of continual growth. As we embrace God’s providence, hardship, and more, we can
move from infancy toward the fruitful maturity we were created to enjoy. Now, this new edition of Spiritual Maturity includes a "For
Reflections" section making it an ideal resource for both individual and group study.
A Lost Book from J. Oswald Sanders Now Re-Released with a Beautiful New Cover "The complex strains and problems which the
Christian encounters in the contemporary world find their answer, not in tranquilizers or stimulants, but in a correct understanding
and application of scriptural principles." -J. Oswald Sanders, from the introduction J. Oswald Sanders (best known for his book
Spiritual Leadership, which has sold over a million copies), touched hundreds of thousands of lives in his lifetime and continues to
inspire Christians today. His books Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Maturity, and The Incomparable Christ are beloved and well-read
to this day. But there are two of his books that readers haven’t had access to in over 30 years. A Spiritual Clinic is one of them.
Life wears on us, we go through seasons of fatigue, strain and tension that take their toll, and we can easily fall into apathy.
Sanders prescribes a powerful tonic of scriptural principles that lead to recovery and growth. For anyone who feels worn out from
their Christian life and could use a little spiritual doctoring, A Spiritual Clinic is for you.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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J. Oswald Sanders probes Scripture to elicit principles and factors that inspired the dynamic spiritual leadership of Paul and the
other apostles in the halcyon days of the church. Paul's letters reveal a frail, fallible man--one who fell and rose again--someone
who can speak to our need. Because spiritual principles are timeless, we can learn to apply them to our own situations.
Wilkes explores Jesus' principles of leadership and applies them to church, home, and workplace situations.
As J Oswald points out, true discipleship is more than intellectual assent to a belief in Christ--it involves the whole person and
lifestyle. Those with only superficial belief will soon fall away from the faith, but Sanders says a true disciple would rather be
presented with a difficult challenge than a soft option. Disciples are charged with the task of training themselves to be godly,
because it is their responsibility to remain spiritually fit. Ever-fresh topics in this time-tested volume include: the disciple’s second
chance the disciple’s ambition the disciple’s senior partner the disciple’s Olympics the disciple’s right the disciple’s maturity
Sanders combs the Scripture to learn about the Christian's final home: 'So incredibly glorious is heaven that we are compelled to
express it in...symbols of granduer and majesty.'
This set includes all three books of the Oswald Chambers' Spiritual Growth Trilogy: Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Discipleship, and
Spiritual Maturity. In Spiritual Leadership, J. Oswald Sanders illustrates biblical leadership principles through the lives of David,
Moses, Nehemiah, the Apostle Paul, David Livingston, and Charles Spurgeon.This world needs more leaders who are guided by
God and devoted to Christ. Christianity needs to put forth a powerful voice to be heard above the cacophony of immorality and
deception in much of today's leadership. Spiritual Leadership will encourage you to place your talents and powers at His disposal
so you can become a leader used for His glory. This timeless classic will equip leaders of all generations to press on in service for
Jesus Christ. Spiritual Leadership has easy-to-understand modern language and a study guide to assist each leader as they grow
and successfully apply the principles in this book. Prepare to be stretched, challenged, and motivated to apply the leadership
principles of character, passion, and especially godliness. Spiritual Leadership is a necessary tool for today's leaders. With over
500,000 in print, this book is the perennial favorite for teaching the principles of leadership. In Spiritual Discipleship, Sanders
provides mature inspiration and instruction for spiritual growth. While most Christians want to honor and glorify God, few fully
understand the absolute sacrifice that He asks.You'll find probing insight into biblical requirements for true discipleship in the
Lord's service. Includes study questions. In Spiritual Maturity, Sanders addresses the limitations of our knowledge about God and
assists us in tackling life's most difficult tasks. By acknowledging our lack of wisdom, we may become wiser. Study questions help
increase individual or group spiritualdiscernment and growth in the knowledge and understanding of the Lord.
A Christian school Bible study for ninth graders

Spiritual LeadershipPrinciples of Excellence For Every BelieverMoody Publishers
Highlighting Scripture and sharing stories, this book will help you cultivate an ongoing relationship with your heavenly
Father that satisfies the deepest longing of your heart.
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Although you may see yourself as merely one among millions of Christian women, God has great plans for you to leave
an eternal impression on others. He has created and called you to spiritually influence those around you—your children,
friends, family, co-workers, and neighbors. This practical guide will help you grow in the six fundamentals of spiritual
leadership and encourage you on your own journey from ordinary woman to spiritual leader. “I not only recommend this
book, I know I will be using it as I minister to women.” —Dr. Beverly Hislop, author of Shepherding a Woman’s Heart and
Shepherding Women in Pain “Kay’s own experience and the stories of women that are included illustrate how powerful
these truths are and how crucial they are for women who truly desire to serve God in an extraordinary way.” —Susie
Hawkins, author of From One Ministry Wife to Another
How should we see the Spirit at work in spiritual leaders today? How did the Spirit work through spiritual leaders in the
Bible? While many books on spiritual leadership look at the culture around us and offer sound advice from biblical
principles, this study asks Scripture first what the Spirit did through spiritual leaders in the Bible in order to figure out what
the Spirit should be doing through spiritual leaders today.
PO - 7/16 Bethany. Autor Reconocido. Film sent to BP. EST SHIP 09/06
Traditional Chinese edition of The Way of the Shepherd: 7 Ancient Secrets to Managing Productive People
These selected inspirational readings from the writings of a spiritual giant with an immense knowledge of the Word and a total commitment to
Christ speak profoundly to today's believer. (Motivation)
With more than 250,000 copies in print, 'Spiritual leadership' has proved itself a timeless classic in teaching the principles of leadership. J.
Oswald Sanders presents and illustrates those principles through biographies of eminent men of God - men such as Moses, Nehemiah, Paul,
David Livingstone, and Charles Spurgeon. Christianity needs a powerful voice in today's world. Such a voice can come only from strong
leaders guided by God and devoted to Christ. 'Spiritual Leadership' will encourae you to place your talents and powers at His disposal so you
can become a leader used for His glory. This edition of 'Spiritual Leadership' has been completely revised. The languaged is updated with a
modern flavor and a study guide has been added, designed as a tool to help you grow and successfully apply the principles in this classic
book..
Presents insights and guidance on developing and maintaining one's spiritual leadership skills.
A Lost Book from J. Oswald Sanders Now Re-Released with a Beautiful New Cover "Many true lovers of the Lord are beset with a sense of
inadequacy and failure in living the Christian life as it ought to be lived. … they yearn to know Christ better and serve Him more worthily. It is to
such that this little volume is addressed." -J. Oswald Sanders, from the introduction J. Oswald Sanders (best known for his book Spiritual
Leadership, which has sold over a million copies) touched hundreds of thousands of lives in his lifetime and continues to inspire Christians
today. His books Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Maturity, and The Incomparable Christ are beloved and well-read to this day. But there are
two of his books that readers haven’t had access to in over 30 years. Cultivation of Christian Character is one of them. It’s a profound and
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challenging book for anyone who earnestly wants to know God more. Sanders teaches you about spiritual struggle, the healing power of
Scripture, and how to fight spiritual warfare victoriously. But most of all he shows you how to give up your self-focus and take up a Christfocus. Any Christian who wants to grow will surely be benefited by this book.
Christianity needs powerful voices in today's world, voices from strong leaders guided by God and devoted to Christ. Spiritual Leadership will
encourage you to place your talents and powers at His disposal so you can become a leader used for His glory. . " " "
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